By the corollary to Lemma 2, Cx is a Carter subgroup of Mx, since Fr(M1)=l. But C and G1 are elementary abelian, hence Cj is also. By the minimality of G, M, is elementary, hence Fr(M)=l.
In [4] , the claim in Lemma 3 that M is a subgroup is not true in general. If A is elementary abelian, then M is a subgroup, hence the theorem holds in that case. The theorem also holds for the following conditions on X. Let X be the class of nilpotent groups N with the following properties:
(1) ZX(N) is a cyclic/7-group. (2) There exists an elementary abelian characteristic subgroup A of N such that A^ZX(N) and AçZ2(N).
Here we let K=Ac\Z1(N) and evidently \K\=p. Now the proofs in the paper may be used with K replacing ZX(N). Note that the existence of A is equivalent to the existence of a noncyclic characteristic elementary abelian subgroup. Now the/?-groups which do not have such a subgroup are given in Satz 13.10, Kapitel III of [2] .
